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A couple of definitions …

• Smart Camera
– optical device for capturing images 

with embedded hardware 
to extract, process and communicate information

• Cognitive & Perceptive Video Systems
– system of largely distributed and power-savvy devices (smart 

cameras) that can communicate among each other
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Smart cameras: challenges

• Operations 
– multiple cooperating cameras: centralised vs. distributed processing
– scalability and pervasiveness

• Security
– access to data by third parties
– manipulation of data by third parties

• Evaluation
– datasets & benchmarks
– performance levels

• Societal issues
– privacy: can smart cameras help addressing this issue?
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The AVSS 2013 panel: topics

• Existing technologies, barriers & trends 
(hardware & software)

• Current (successful) applications
(security, safety, counting, monitoring, ...)

• Potential (disruptive) applications areas 
(personal, home, automotive, buildings, factories, cities, ...)

• Current limitations to wider adoption of smart cameras
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Panelists (expertise) 

Christian Fabre
- embedded software
- low power computing

Charles Attwood
- real-time surveillance
- machine vision

Piotr Szczuko
- audio/video processing
- machine vision, AI

Toygar Akgun
- mapping for GPU, multi-core CPU
- parallel image/video processing
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Concept
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Conflicting driving factors

• Low power is mandatory
– large-scale distributed system of small (mostly autonomous) devices
– communication-intensive systems

• Flexibility vs. efficiency 
– distributed systems
– the more computing power, the better
– HW blocks: computationally powerful & energy efficient but not flexible
– SW: very flexible but less efficient w.r.t. energy & computing power
– embedded resources are always scarce (e.g. on-chip memory)
– networking of all kind is a must
– bandwidth must be used efficiently
– security is a must
– systems are long lived: any upgrade path must be incremental
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Industrial and societal aspects

• Industrial constraints
– semiconductor costs is in o(silicon size in mm2)
– the more advanced the semiconductor technology is, 

the more volume is needed to break even
– most SoC markets are a niche compared to 

the SoC market for mobile (smartphones and tablets)

• Privacy
– data gathering?
– reversible anonymisation
– …
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Issues at platform level 

• Embedded means limited power budget
– desktop GPGPU: 150 W for 350 Gflop/sec 
– embedded multicore: 5 W for 80 Gflop/sec

• What is the right HW/SW mix?
– purely embedded software solution unlikely
– find out quickly what could/should be implemented in dedicated HW
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SW generic issues 

• Parallel programming
– not easy!
– emerging technologies: 

MCAPI, OpenACC, OpenCL, OpenCV, OpenNI, OpenMP, …

• Deployment
– complicated!
– distributed (heterogeneous) systems
– integrity of the system must be preserved
– access to the system must me checked
– update shall be live and incremental
– state of art in software deployment moving 

from middleware stacks to “app stores”
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Charles Attwood – a personal view

Perceived market failure



Market success

Charles Attwood – a personal view
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Challenges and limitations

• Privacy
– real-time anonymisation
– the original is encrypted, stored in a watermark/metadata

• face/head/license plates localization and blurring
• live stream anonymized, only authorized personnel 

can access the original post-factum

• Deployment
– camera calibration, algorithm learning – should be automated
– bandwidth management in surveillance applications

• sending all metadata and low-res video (for general awareness)
• easily navigable hi-res video on demand, 

multi-camera synchronized replay of archived data, etc.
– embedded/distributed processing = scalability
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Future opportunities

• Image quality
– multi-camera, HDR, wide angle, hi-res, high fps, …
– how to process such a large amount of data?

• Integration with other modalities
– sound: identification, localization for automatic PTZ control
– RFID: detection, identification
– thermal / night vision
– how to perform data fusion?

• Semi-intelligent, autonomous, adaptive
– mimic human visual/sensory system?

Smart = Detect + Understand + Adapt + Act
Piotr Szczuko
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Structural trends & issues

• Better sensors
– more data to process
– higher memory BW

• Higher than ever compute intensity and 
memory bandwidth requirements
– must exploit data and task level parallelism

• Central vs. distributed
– more processing at the end-nodes, smarter cameras
– less visual data to be viewed/processed by operators
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Structural trends & issues

• Discrete components vs. SoC
– faster design cycles, better power efficiency
– more dependence on the platform provider

• Multi-core
– GPUs on embedded platforms
– massive multi-threading on embedded (OpenCL/CUDA)
– impedance from HW engineers / board designers

• Lack of multi-thread SW certifications (DO-178B)
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• Unified memory space (ARM/CPU – GPU – FPGA)
– holy grail for OpenCL/CUDA

• Programmability – Performance – Power efficiency
– use of fixed function HW blocks 

• how to choose?
– special purpose instructions

• how to choose? 
• how to incorporate into compiler?

– OpenCL/CUDA drivers on embedded platforms
– impedance from algorithm designers

• Reliable datasets & evaluation metrics for multicam systems

Algorithm/application trends & issues
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